You can increase the success of your exhibition participation with a publication of your novelty(s) in the MaterialDistrict Rotterdam Webspecial (novelties newsletter, 75,000 subscribers).

**Supply instructions webspecial**

If your material has already been photographed by us and is published at MaterialDistrict.com, you do not need to supply anything else. Inform our editor (sigrid@materialdistrict.com) which material you would like to see in the webspecial.

If your material has not been published yet, please provide us with your company information and the material information via this form and send it to our editor (sigrid@materialdistrict.com).

We also take photos of the material in our specific style. Therefore, please send us samples of your material. Is it available in various colours and/or textures? Send us various samples so we can show the versatility of the material. **Deadline 15-01-2020**